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Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

A stationary front is forecast to remain across the southern Gulf today and tomorrow, with areas of low-pressure continuously 
developing along its boundary. As a result, there will be the threat for widely scattered showers and thunderstorms over the deeper 
waters of the basin through mid-week. Moderate to fresh northeasterly winds and moderate seas are expected today across the 
region. Overall conditions are expected to ease tonight into tomorrow as weak high-pressure sets up along the Gulf Coast. This will 
consist of gentle to moderate breezes and slight seas.
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Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

The next cold front is forecast to impact the Gulf on Wednesday, with it bringing fresh to strong northerly to north-northeasterly winds 
and moderate seas to the region. Behind the front, winds will gradually veer to the east on Thursday and southeast on Friday as strong 
high-pressure builds in from the north. Moderate to fresh winds and moderate seas could persist during this timeframe as the high creates 
a tightened pressure gradient behind the front. Enhanced onshore flow is expected early in the weekend as a low develops over the 
Southern Plains and interacts with the high-pressure to the east. This low will then track eastward across the southern U.S., bringing an 
increased risk for shower and thunderstorm activity along coastal waters this weekend. A weak front may push offshore Saturday into 
Sunday and produce a chaotic wind field over the northern Gulf before high-pressure returns late Sunday.
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas

Day 3 Morning Winds and Seas Day 3 Evening Wind and Seas

This Evening’s Winds and Seas

Tomorrow Morning’s Winds and Seas Tomorrow Evening’s Winds and Seas
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